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Introduction
What has literature to do with borders? Isn’t literature just imaginary, whereas ›real‹ 
borders have impacts on people’s lifes? Seen from the theoretical perspective of Bor-
der Theory, there is no such opposition as ›real‹ and ›imaginary‹ concerning borders. 
What are borders? And which role do arts, e.g. literature, play in this context?
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What is a Border? 
Border scholars have answered this question in various ways...

»The simplest way of thinking about the border is to think of it as a line divid-
ing two different territories. But does the border have to divide between two na-

tion-states? Of course not.«1 (Johan Schimanski)

»What all borders share in common, [...], is that they introduce a division or bifur-
cation of some sort into the world.«2 (Thomas Nail)

»The transition from the concept of border to that of bordering, at the center of the 
processual shift in border studies, allowed borders to be viewed as dynamic social 

processes and practices of spatial differentiation.«3 (Chiara Brambilla)

Border and Borderscape
Recently, borders are very often re-thought and described as borderscapes. The 
term was created by joining the concept of ›border‹ and ›landscape‹ together 
into the portmanteau ›border-scape‹. It alters the traditional understanding of 
borders in two ways: Firstly, the image of borders as dividing lines is replaced by 
a spatial understanding of border as »a zone rather than a simple line«.4 Second-
ly, it introduces a perceiver, in whose perception the border first of all starts ex-
isting. Accordingly, borders »primarily [exist] in a mental landscape, and only 
secondarily [...] in a physical landscape.«5 From this perspective, borderscaping 
can be understood as »practices through which the imagined border is estab-
lished and experienced as real.«6

 
Border and Arts
If borders are first of all aesthetic figurations, they can be described and inter-
preted in terms that are normally used in the field of arts. As object of works, 
borders furthermore play an important role in helping people to imagine what 
they are and how they function. Researching border presentations in works of 
art therefore leads to two general research questions: How are borders present-
ed in different fields of art? And how do these presentations »change or confirm 
our ideas about what borders are?«7
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Research question(s)
By analysing literary texts, I try to learn more about how borders are modelled on 
the »levels of histoire, the world the text presents to the reader, and of récit, the text 
itself, a weave of rhetorical figures and narrative structures.«8 Researching the level 
of histoire means answering the question, how borders and their crossings are por-
trayed in the texts: Who is approaching and possibly trying to cross the border and 
why? How is the border-crossing described? Is the border described as simply exist-
ing? Or do texts orchestrate the process of how borders are put into the character’s 
heads? Researching the level of récit means asking how texts use their artistic poten-
tial to display borders: Do Borders reflect in the author’s choice of distinct narrative 
situations? Are the texts formed by certain forms of language use? Understanding 
how literary texts handle borders can lead to a better understanding of what borders 
are, how they function and what they mean to people. Furthermore, literature can be 
critically examined as supporting existing or even inventing new borders: »all of the 
cultural objects make the border [...] even when their explicit purpose is to resist the 
dominating border regime.«9

 

Analysing the corpus, I came to the following results:

1. Borders on the level of histoire
- in all three novels, borders are not just existing, on the contrary the texts describe 
how they are actively constructed in people’s minds 
- this construction is based on two counter-narratives: the first one describing com-

munist Bulgaria as superior to other states 
and therefore not worth leaving, the sec-
ond one claiming that crossing the mili-
tary secured border is impossible and ev-
ery attempt would be punished
- the construction of borders is support-
ed by techniques of emotional bordering, 
such as military parades and monuments
- borders very often display characteristics 
of borderscapes, e.g. are described as zones 
of disorientation and disorder

2. Borders on the level of récit
- to a various extent, all three novels use 
their formal potential to reflect on borders
- special contributions could be made re-
garding humour, multilingualism and 
orality of the texts

3. Escapes during Bulgaria’s communist 
period have been abandoned until today. 
Neither the body count nor the exact cir-
cumstances of border protection have 

been publicly discussed.10 The novels therefore play an important role in the public 
discourse and as testimonies that requires further research.

For my analysis I chose three novels, which deal with borders and border-crossings 
in a Bulgarian context:

- Ilija Trojanow: Die Welt ist gross und Rettung lauert überall (1996)
- Dimitré Dinev: Engelzungen (2003)
- Evelina Jecker Lambreva: Vaters Land (2014)

My choice is motivated by a number of commonalities in regard to form and con-
tent of the novels. All of them are autobiografically inspired. The Iron Curtain 
serves as a reference point: The main characters cross or try to cross the Iron Cur-
tain, setting off in Communist Bulgaria, aiming for the ›Golden West‹. 


